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Tracklist 
 
 
01. Coil Around Your Soul 
02. Tie Your Wings Down 
03. October Rust 
04. Coming Down With Fire 
05. No Refuge From A Memory 
06. Your Cleansing Love 
07. Shameless 
08. We Own The Night 
09. For Our Lost Empire 
10. October Rust ( remix by Autodafeh ) 
11. For Our Lost Empire ( remix by Retrogramme ) 
12. We Own The Night ( remix by Grandchaos ) 
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Although Impakt  was formed in 2010, the foundations  for  the  band  were laid as early as 1985 when 
schoolmates Sam and Vince discovered they shared an interest for electronic and experimental industrial 
music. 
Sam  had  a band at that moment  with PW on  drums  and Vince  joined  in  for  a while. As months  passed  
it became clear  that the time  nor  the place  was not right for the three of them. Vince moved  on  to form  
an all electronic act "Advanced Art" while Sam and PW continued  to  work together with more  traditional 
instruments. Their band evolved and became "Ruby Tuesday", mixing influences from both Irish and rock 
music. 
In 1993 Vince and PW got back  together  for a  few years  when "Advanced Art" needed  an extra 
percussionist  for  live shows. PW  became  an essential part of "Advanced Art" playing live and even on their 
last release "Force". After "Advanced Art" split in 1995 their ways parted for the second time.  
Sam and PW kept on playing together all these years in different bands, some of them being quite  
successful  in Finland. Vince  on the other  hand  decided to  retire from the scene and gave up writing 
music. 
In  2010 PW contacted Vince  after over  10 years  and came up with an idea of a new band. He had a name 
in  mind and  suggested  they should ask Sam to join in too. They decided to give it a go and started to write 
some songs together. 
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We Own The Night ( Video ) 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LywutfTFx0Q 
 
We Own The Night ( SoundCloud ) 
http://soundcloud.com/ek-product/impakt-we-own-the-night 
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